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Summarize the 

assigned reading 
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argument.  

Does your 

position 

oppose Broyles 

or Fick's 
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START THE DRAFT DEBATE HERE 

by finishing these sentences and then 

filling in the Inspiration map/outline

My specific topic is . . .

My purpose in writing about 

the topic of________ is to 

argue, as does (delete one)  Fick 

or Broyles, that . . .

My working thesis about the draft 

debate will change, hopefully for the 

better, but right now it looks like this:

Although . . . ,  . . .  because. . . .
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Open 
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Introduction: pull in 

your readers and 

establish the draft 

debate topic.

Build patiently toward 

your ("Although") 

thesis.

List 

opening 

paragraph 

ideas that 

will set up 

your thesis:

Intro 

strategies 

shown in 

the book?

Facts and 

details that 

might 

appeal to 

readers?

Summarize the 
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the argument 

that's closer to 
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further

What is 

your point?
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Reason?

Evidence?
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argument

Last chance 
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do?

Emotional 

appeals?

Echo 

something 

shown 
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perhaps in 

your intro?
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START THE DRAFT DEBATE HERE by finishing these sentences and then filling in the Inspiration map/outline

My specific topic is . . .

My purpose in writing about the topic of________ is to argue, as does (delete one)  Fick or Broyles, that . . .

My working thesis about the draft debate will change, hopefully for the better, but right now it looks like this:
Although . . . ,  . . .  because. . . .
Introduction: pull in your readers and establish the draft debate topic.

Build patiently toward your ("Although") thesis.
I.	List opening paragraph ideas that will set up your thesis:
A.	Intro strategies shown in the book?
1.	Facts and details that might appeal to readers?
II.	Summarize the assigned reading emphasizing the opposition's argument.  Does your position oppose Broyles or Fick's position?
A.	Open clearly: In "Title," GI Joe argues . . .
1.	Crucial content for summary
a.	Essay quotes you might integrate
III.	Summarize the assigned reading emphasizing the argument that's closer to your position.  Does your position agree with Broyles or Fick's position?
A.	Use a "contrast" transition and open clearly: However, in "Title," GI Jane argues . . .
1.	Crucial content for summary
a.	Essay quotes you might integrate
IV.	Take your thesis position further
A.	What is your point?
1.	Details?
a.	Broyles or Fick quote?
2.	Reason?
a.	Evidence?
V.	Close your argument
A.	Last chance to reinforce your position, so you what will you do?
1.	Emotional appeals?
a.	Echo something shown earlier, perhaps in your intro?
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